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Dear Student 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 
I hope that by now you have made good progress in mastering the study material. I need to point out, 
once again, that the volume of work that you have to master is fairly substantial. I strongly advise you to 
work through the study material and do all the assignments carefully and thoroughly. 
 
The purpose of this tutorial letter is to provide feedback on Assignment 02 (Semester 1). 

 

2 TUTORIAL LETTERS 

 
By now you should have received the following tutorial letters for HRM3706: 
 

TUTORIAL LETTER CONTENTS OF TUTORIAL LETTER 

HRM3706/101/3/2016 A word of welcome, purpose and outcomes of the module, where to start, 
important notice, communication with the University, student support system, 
names of lecturers, prescribed book and enquiries, tutorial matter, study 
plan, admission to the examination, guidelines for answering compulsory 
assignments, and format of the examination.  

HRM3706/201/1/201 Guidelines for answering Assignment 01. 

HRM3706/202/1/2016 
(this tutorial letter) 

Guidelines for answering Assignment 02 (Semester 1). 

 

If you have not received the first two tutorial letters, please e-mail study-info@unisa.ac.za immediately. 
Tutorial letters are also available on the internet at myUnisa. I strongly recommend that you register for 
and utilise this system if you have not yet done so. Information about the system can be obtained in 
themy Studies @ Unisa brochure, which you received on registration.  

 

Lecturers are not able to send students duplicate copies of tutorial letters that have been lost in the post, 
as they do not have the facilities to do so. Please contact the Despatch Department, or alternatively 
access the study material via myUnisa. 
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Remember that tutorial letters are the University’s principal means of communication and teaching. 
Therefore you have to make sure that you have received all the tutorial letters for your module. Please 
read and study all tutorial letters carefully and keep them in a safe place. 

 

3 GUIDELINES FOR ANSWERING ASSIGNMENT 02 
 
In Tutorial Letter HRMALL6/301/4/2016 I have provided extensive guidelines on answering assignment 
questions. 
 
I trust that you found Assignment 02 interesting and stimulating. The questions for this assignment were 
specifically designed to help develop your ability to apply the theory and principles and to further your 
understanding of the study material contained in Workbooks 01, 02 and 04, together with the relevant 
sections in the prescribed book.  
 
Read the following case study and answer questions 1, 2 and 3.  
 

 
PERFORMANCE REVIEW AT TSHEPONG PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY: TAKING SHORTCUTS 
 
Lindi is a sales manager at Tshepong, a large pharmaceutical company in Limpopo. The fiscal year will 
end in one week. She is overwhelmed by the end-of-the-year tasks, including reviewing the budgets she 
is likely to be allocated for the following year, responding to customers’ phone calls, and supervising a 
group of 10 sales people. It is a very hectic time, probably the most hectic time of the year. She receives 
a phone call from the Human Resource (HR) Department: “Lindi, we have not yet received your 
performance reviews for your 10 employees; they are due by the end of the fiscal year”. Lindi thinks: 
“Oh, those performance reviews… What a waste of time!” From Lindi’s point of view, there is no value to 
completing those seemingly meaningless forms. She does not see her subordinates in action because 
they are in the field visiting customers most of the time. All that she knows about their performance are 
the sales figures, which depend more on the products offered and geographic territory covered than the 
individual effort and motivation of each salesperson. In addition, nothing happens in terms of rewards, 
regardless of her ratings. These are lean times in her organisation, and salary adjustments are based on 
seniority rather than on merit. She has less than three days to turn in her forms. What will she do? She 
decides to follow the path of least resistance: to please her employees and give everyone the maximum 
possible rating.  
In this way, Lindi believes the employees will be happy with their ratings and she will not have to deal 
with complaints or follow-up meetings. Lindi fills out the forms in less than 20 minutes and gets back to 
her “real job.” 

 
Question 1 
 

Can what Lindi is doing in the scenario be regarded as performance management? Substantiate 
your answer by analysing her actions in relation to the six stages of performance management.   
                    [25] 

 

Refer to Workbook 01 and chapters 1 and 2 of the prescribed book. 

 

No, it cannot be regarded as performance management (1 mark), but rather a performance 

review/appraisal, which is just one component/stage of performance management (stage 5) (1 mark). 

Performance management is a continuous process where the manager discusses the performance of 

employees in their presence (2 marks). Lindi is conducting a performance review/appraisal in an 

inappropriate manner by simply assigning ratings to each employee without inviting their inputs and 

opinions regarding their performance (2 marks).  
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Analysing the case study in relation to the six stages of the performance management process. 

NOTE: Merely discussing the stages of the performance management process with no reference 

to the case study is not enough. By so doing you would not be answering the question and 

therefore you will score zero marks! 

 The case study states that “all that Lindi knows about her subordinates’ performance are the 

sales figures, which depend more on the products offered and geographic territory covered than 

the individual effort and motivation of each sales person” (1 mark). This means that she is not 

sure whether they have the necessary skills and experience to perform better, or whether the 

subordinates’ performance is in line with the organisational goals or not (1 mark). This clearly 

indicates that the prerequisite stage (stage 1) is missing in the case study, in which the manager 

aligns employees’ goals and the unit’s goals with those of the organisation; and ensures that 

employees have the relevant skills, knowledge and experience to perform as expected (2 

marks). 

 

 The performance planning stage (stage 2), which aims to clarify the targets (outcomes) and 

behaviours expected of the employees is also missing (1 mark). The case study mentions that 

sales figures depend more on the products offered and geographic territory covered than the 

individual effort and motivation of each sales person (1 mark). This implies that the salespeople 

do not have the exact standards or sales targets against which their performance should be 

reviewed. In other words, there is no mention of Lindi meeting with subordinates to plan their 

performance in advance (2 marks).  

 

 The case study states that Lindi claims that she does not see her subordinates in action because 

they are in the field visiting customers most of the time, which means she is not sure if they really 

executed their tasks as they are supposed to or not (2 marks). In other words, she is claiming 

that she is not sure whether employees did all they are expected of them to do in order to achieve 

the sales figures they reported. The performance execution stage (stage 3), during which 

employees embark on carrying out tasks assigned to them could also be absent (1 mark). 

 

 The performance assessment (stage 4), which involves an evaluation of the extent to which the 

employees are on track regarding the set standards and targets, has also not taken place (2 

marks). If this stage was present Lindi could use the performance review conducted at this stage 

as a basis for the end-of-the-year review, instead of guessing and assigning average scores to 

every employee (2 marks). 

 

 The performance renewal and re-contracting stage (stage 6), which involves the renewal of 

contracts (agreements) and revision of objectives and goals, does not take place in the case 

study. This stage depends on the other five stages (2 marks) and since the performance review 

is conducted in the absence of employees, there would be no input from employees as to how to 

improve performance in the next performance review cycle (2 marks).      

                  [25 marks] 
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Question 2  
 

The performance management system that Lindi followed in the case study lacks certain 
characteristics of good performance management. Do you agree? Substantiate your answer by 
quoting from the case study the presence/absence of the following characteristics:  
 
• thoroughness  
• meaningfulness  
• identification of effective and ineffective performance  
• validity  
• acceptability and fairness  
• openness and inclusiveness  
• correctability  
• ethicality                  [25] 

 

Refer to Workbook 01 and pages 19 – 22 in the prescribed book.  

 

NOTE: Merely discussing each concept with no reference to the case study is not answering the 
question. You will score zero marks for doing so! 

 

Yes, the performance management system followed in the case study lacks all the stated characteristics 
(1 mark). 

 

 Thoroughness  

It lacks thoroughness because the performance management system must review employees for the 

entire review period, not just for a few weeks or months before the review (1 mark). In the case 

study, Lindi is reviewing her employees based only on their recent performance (sales figures) and 

she only reviews them after her superiors tell her to do so (2 marks). 

 

 Meaningfulness 

The performance review must emphasise only those functions that are in the employees’ control, and 

it should be conducted on regular intervals and appropriate moments for it to be considered as 

meaningful (1 mark). This is not the case in the case study. The sales people’s performance 

depends on several factors to be successful; for example, sales people may not achieve the sales 

targets due to poor economic growth. Further, the review does not take place on a regular basis; the 

manager (Lindi) reviews her subordinates only at the end of the year, and only after she was told to 

do so (2 marks).  

 

 Identification of effective and ineffective performance  

The performance management system should allow for distinguishing between effective and 

ineffective behaviours and results; and allow for the identification of employees displaying various 

levels of performance effectiveness (1 mark). It is not the case in the case study as Lindi gives all 

employees the maximum possible rating without following up on each employee’s level of 

performance (2 marks). 

 

 Validity  

Amongst other things, the performance management system must not include factors outside the 

employees’ control for it to be valid (1 mark). It is stated in the case study that the only thing Lindi 

knows about her subordinates’ performance are their sales figures, which depend more on the 

products offered and geographic territory covered than the individual effort and motivation of each 

salesperson (2 marks). 
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 Acceptability and fairness  

A fair performance management system that is likely to be accepted and perceived as fair, embraces 

all forms of fairness, including distributive, procedural, and informational fairness (1 mark). 

Procedural fairness is clearly missing in the case study because the procedure followed to arrive at 

the ratings awarded to employees is incorrect (every employee receiving the same ratings without 

evidence of how the ratings were arrived at) (2 marks). 

 

 Openness and inclusiveness  

Good systems include input from multiple sources on an ongoing basis, and employees are 

continually informed about the quality of their performance (1 mark). Unfortunately the system in the 

case study relies solely on the manager for input, with no participation from the employees, and it 

takes place on an ad hoc basis (2 marks). 

 

 Correctability 

A good performance management system should allow for errors made during the review to be 

corrected (1 mark). The system in the case study is not allowing employees to take part in the review 

process; therefore, the chances are very slim that they can be allowed to challenge it (2 marks). 

 

 Ethicality 

Good performance management systems comply with ethical standards, in which managers 

suppress their personal self-interests in reviewing employee performance and put employees first (1 

mark). Lindi disregards her subordinates and rates them in absentia; and she rates all employees 

equally (2 marks). 

 

                  [25 marks] 

Question 3 

 

3.1  Which measurement approach do you think is appropriate for Lindi to review her 

subordinates? Substantiate your answer.              (10) 

 

Refer to Workbook 04 and chapter 4 of the prescribed book. 

 

The behaviour approach is an appropriate approach to be applied in the case study (2 marks). It 

emphasises what employees do on the job and does not consider employees’ traits or the outcomes 

resulting from their behaviours (2 marks). That is, Lindi’s subordinates, as sales people, can only 

control the behaviour they display in front of a potential client and follow all the processes in selling 

the products. However, that does not guarantee that the potential client will eventually buy the 

product (3 marks). Further, one of the circumstances justifying the behaviour approach is when poor 

results are caused by factors beyond the performer’s control (in this case, a general downturn in the 

economy) (3 marks). 

      (10 marks) 
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3.2 Quote incidences in the case study that prove that this company’s performance 

management system is poorly implemented.             (15) 

 

NOTE: You could have scored five (5) marks for each of the following discussed facts. It is 

important to analyse the case study and link your discussion to the incidences in the case 

study based on the disadvantages/dangers of poorly implemented performance management 

systems as the question requires. PLEASE REMEMBER: If you merely listed or described the 

disadvantages/dangers of poorly implemented performance management systems (copying 

and pasting from the prescribed book) you would have received zero marks! This will also be 

the case in the examination! 

 

1. The performance management system in the case study is poorly implemented as it uses 

misleading information, and lacks certain standards to base the employee performance review 

on. For instance, it has been stated in the case study that: “From Lindi’s point of view, there is no 

value to completing those seemingly meaningless forms. She does not see her subordinates in 

action because they are in the field visiting customers most of the time”. This highlights that Lindi 

is lost as how to review the performance of her subordinates. The rating system in this 

organisation is unclear and employees do not know how their ratings are arrived at (5 marks). 

 

2. It is stated in the case study that: “Lindi decides to follow the path of least resistance: to please 

her employees and give everyone the maximum possible rating. In this way, Lindi believes the 

employees will be happy with their ratings and she will not have to deal with complaints or follow-

up meetings”. This means poor and outstanding performers receive equal ratings, which may 

lead to a decreased motivation to perform, employee burnout, job dissatisfaction, and 

consequently damaged relationships. In fact, what Lindi is doing can lead to the opposite of what 

she is expecting: employees being unhappy and having to face other meetings regarding the 

appeal cases (5 marks). 

 

3. “What a waste of time!” From Lindi’s point of view, there is no value to completing those 
seemingly meaningless forms, especially if the ratings are not linked to any form of rewards. This 
means that the performance management in the case study places unjustified demands on 
managers and employees, with no benefit. This wastes a lot of time for the organisation and 
employees, and since these systems are costly, money is also wasted (5 marks). 

           (15) 
 
          [25 marks] 
Question 4  
 
 

4.1 Identify the two main components of the performance management process and 
discuss the stages of the performance management process in which these two components 
are emphasised.                                            (15) 

              
 Refer to Workbook 01 and chapter 1 of the prescribed book. 
 
The two main components of the performance management process/definition are: 
 
1. Performance management is an ongoing process, which means it is a never-ending process (2 

marks). This component is emphasised in stage 6 of the performance management process, 

namely performance renewal and recontracting, and proves that this process is indeed circular (2 

marks). This is the final stage of the performance management process whereby the insights and 
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information gained from the other phases are used (1 mark). This is the stage where, for instance, 

if the goals set in the prerequisites stage change, or the required outcomes and behaviours have 

been unrealistically set, it can be reworked for the upcoming review period, and the whole process 

starts all over again (2 marks). 

 

2. Alignment with strategic goals, which means that performance management requires that 

managers ensure that employees’ activities and outputs are congruent with the organisation’s 

goals, and consequently help the organisation to gain a competitive advantage (2 marks). This 

component is emphasised in stage 1 (the prerequisite stage) of the performance management 

process (2 marks). The prerequisite stage addresses the following two aspects in the 

organisation: 

o The knowledge of the organisation’s mission and strategic goals (1 mark). At this stage 

performance management assesses the individual goals to ensure that they are congruent 

with those of the organisation as a whole as stated during strategic planning (1 mark). 

o The knowledge of the job in question (1 mark) – this is done through the process of job 

analysis in which the required duties for a particular job is determined; as well as clarifying 

what an employee is supposed to do on the job (1 mark). 

(15 marks) 

 

4.2 Analyse the role of the process of job analysis in implementing a performance 

management system.                                                        (10) 

 

Refer to Workbook 02 and chapter 2 of the prescribed book 
 
Job analysis refers to a process of determining the key components of a particular job, including 
activities, tasks, products, and processes (2 marks). 
 
We can only understand the jobs by conducting the job analysis and develop job specifications that 
clarify the level of experience, skills, and qualification required to perform certain duties (2 marks). 
 
Job descriptions are also developed from the job analysis process, which clarifies the duties of each 
position in the organisation, which will link these positions to the organisational and departmental goals 
(2 marks). 
 
Employees will carry out their duties knowing clearly what impact their contributions have on the success 
of the organisation as a whole (2 marks).  
 
The process of job analysis forms a basis for managers during the performance review period in that the 

knowledge of a specific job will give managers a clearer reference of what was expected from each 

employee, whether the employee carried out the duties as expected; and consequently be able to decide 

on the correct performance rating (2 marks). 

(10 marks) 

 

[25 marks] 
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Assessment criteria 

Look closely at the assessment criteria in the following table. They will give you an idea of what is 

expected of you in each of the assignment categories.  

 

QUESTION 1 
Can what Lindi is doing in the scenario be regarded as performance management? Substantiate your 
answer by analysing her actions in relation to the six stages of performance management.                    (25) 

Poor performance 
(0 – 5) 

Average performance 
(6 – 15) 

Excellent performance 
(16– 25) 

 Inability to tell that in the scenario 
Lindi is not conducting performance 
management.  

 

 Inability to tell that instead Lindi is 
conducting a performance 
appraisal.  

 

 No analysis of Lindi’s actions in the 
case study.  

 Limited ability to analyse Lindi’s 
actions in relation to the six 
stages of performance 
management.  

 

 Fully able to analyse Lindi’s 
actions in relation to the six 
stages of performance 
management.  

QUESTION 2 
The performance management system that Lindi followed in the case study lacks certain characteristics 
of good performance management. Do you agree? Substantiate your answer by quoting from the case 
study the presence/absence of the following characteristics.  
 

 thoroughness  

 meaningfulness   

 identification of effective and ineffective performance  

 validity  

 acceptability and fairness  

 openness and inclusiveness  

 correctability  

 ethicality                                                                                                                                                          (25)  

Poor performance 
(0 – 6) 

Average performance 
(7 – 15) 

Excellent performance 
(16 – 25) 

 Agreed with the statement, but gave 
limited substantiation.  

 

 Disagreed with the statement.  
 

 No reference to the case study.  
 

 Limited characteristics absent in 
the scenario were identified and 
substantiated.  

 

 Limited reference to the case 
study.  

 

 Fully able to identify and 
substantiate all 
characteristics of good 
performance management 
that were absent in the case 
study.  

 

 Full reference to the case 
study.  
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QUESTION 3 
3.1 Which measurement approach do you think is appropriate for Lindi to review her subordinates? 
Substantiate your answer.                                                                                                                                 (10)  
 

Poor performance 
(0 – 4) 

Average performance 
(5 –7 ) 

Excellent performance 
(8 – 10) 

 Inability to identify the appropriate 
method to review performance in 
the case study.  

 

 Identified the appropriate method 
but with no substantiation.  

 

 Limited ability to substantiate the 
appropriate method identified.  

 

 Fully able to identify 
the appropriate method with 
a complete reference to the 
case study.  

3.2 Quote incidences in the case study that prove that this company’s performance management 
system is poorly implemented.                                                                                                                (15)  

 

Poor performance 
(0 – 5) 

Average performance 
(6 – 10) 

Excellent performance 
(11 –15) 

 Inability to quote incidences in the 
case study that prove that the 
performance management system 
in this company is poorly 
implemented.  

 

 Quoted only a few incidences in 
the case study that prove that 
the performance management 
system in this company is poorly 
implemented.  

 

 Quoted all incidences in 
the case study that prove 
that the performance 
management system in this 
company is poorly 
implemented.  

 

QUESTION 4 
4.1 Identify the two main components of the performance management process and discuss the stages 

of the performance management process in which these two components are emphasised.         (15)  
 

Poor performance 
(0 – 5) 

Average performance 
(6 – 8)  

Excellent performance 
(9 – 15)  

 Failed to identify the components 
of the performance management 
process.  

 Identified the components of the 
performance management 
process, but failed to discuss the 
stages of the performance 
management process where these 
two components are emphasised.  

 

 Identified the components of the 
performance management 
process, but showed limited 
ability to link the components 
with the stages of the 
performance management 
system where these two 
components are emphasised.  

 

 Identified the components 
of the performance 
management process and 
showed full ability to link 
and discuss the 
components with the 
stages of the performance 
management system 
where these two 
components are 
emphasised. 

 

4.2 Analyse the role of the process of job analysis in implementing a performance management system 
(10)  

Poor performance 
(0 – 4) 

Average performance 
(5 – 7) 

Excellent performance 
(8 – 10) 

 Merely defined the process of job 
analysis with no link to 
performance management.  

 

 Defined the process of job 
analysis with limited links to 
performance management.  

 

 Defined the process of job 
analysis with a full link to 
performance management.  

 Fully analysed the role 
played by the process of 
job analysis in the 
implementation of a 
performance management 
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system.  

Total = 100 

3 EXAMINATION  
 

In the past, I have received requests from students for examination hints and tips. Please refer to Tutorial 

Letter HRM3706/101/3/2016 and the myUnisa page for this module for information about the 

examination. I cannot give you any additional information, but you are welcome to contact me if you 

struggle to master the content of the module for the examination. 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

 

I trust that this assignment has increased your understanding of the topics involved. Remember, it is 

essential for you to master the theory in this module, and to make sure that you can apply the theory 

when dealing with everyday practical situations regarding performance management. You are most 

welcome to contact me about the assignments or about the study material. If you need to contact me 

with a query, try to formulate an answer to your query beforehand, so that we can use your ideas as the 

basis for an insightful discussion. 

 

I recommend that you complete self-assessment Assignment 03 and that you include feedback on 
Assignments 01 and 02 as part of your preparation for the examination. 
 
I wish you success with your studies. 
 
Mrs E Maimela 
LECTURER: HRM3706 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
UNISA 
 

 


